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R.L. Freeborn and Dow Ranches performance test every calf in order to make informed 
decisions about crafting the next generation. 
 

“I see all kinds of opportunity for Wagyu,” says R.L. Freeborn, registered division 
manager of the Dow Ranches headquartered at Prineville, OR. 

Freeborn is a Wagyu mainstay: he sold the first Wagyu beef in America; he was a 
long term board member of the American Wagyu Association who served three terms as 
president; he has utilized Wagyu genetics in commercial cattle production and cattle 
feeding for going on three decades. 

When Freeborn was growing up in the business, Midwestern, dry-aged, corn-fed 
Angus beef was the market hallmark; everything else was discounted. The lack of market 
differentiation is one reason he began feeding and harvesting long-fed Angus cattle for the 
higher-paying Japanese market more than a couple of decades ago. That’s how he was 
introduced to Wagyu. Pioneer U.S. Wagyu researchers at Washington State University 
asked if he’d market their long-fed Wagyu progeny (that were on test) along with the long-
fed Angus that Freeborn was shipping to the Japanese market. 

Freeborn had registered Angus cattle and registered Brangus cattle at the time. 
Buoyed by the success of those initial fed cattle, he bought some Wagyu heifers and began 
using Wagyu semen. Ultimately, he began building Wagyu bulls to market to commercial 
producers in order to build a supply of Wagyu feeder cattle. In doing so, he concentrated on 
bulls that brought more than marbling to the table. 

“The reality is that if you own these calves throughout the production system, you 
also need reproduction, weaning and feedlot performance, along with carcass quality as 
defined by high marbling,” Freeborn explains. “Feeding for just high marbling can be a very 
expensive undertaking with limited results.” 

For newcomers to the breed, Freeborn points out that when Wagyu began in the 
U.S., there was no intention to sell Wagyu beef domestically; it was all aimed for the 
Japanese market. It was only after international borders were shuttered to U.S. beef 
exports, in the wake of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy, that breeders in the U.S. got 
serious about building a market for Wagyu beef here at home 

“There is a segment of the population that is willing to pay a premium for the right 
kind of beef product,” Freeborn says. But, he emphasizes, chasing marbling can’t be the 
singular focus of the Wagyu breed. 

 
Opportunities Ahead of the Carcass- So, forget for a minute Wagyu’s extraordinary 
marbling ability and its unique nutritional profile. In Freeborn’s mind, Wagyu can carve out 
more than a niche in the U.S. cattle industry with other traits like cow longevity in the 
commercial pasture. 

“Think about the difference in the ranch bottom line if you could wean 10% more 
calves from a cow in her lifetime,” Freeborn says. 

He talks about the high level of inherent fertility. Dow Ranches culled only 2% of its 
commercial cows this year, compared to a typical industry standard of 10-15%. There was 
that few that fell short of Dow Ranches reproduction and performance criteria. 



In other words, Freeborn says, “Wagyu cows can be more than the basis for making 
F1 cattle for the beef program.” 
 To achieve it though, Freeborn believes it will take more objective data than hope 
and more breeders than propagators.  
 
Data Drives Progress- “Wagyu cattle today in this country are better than they were 25 
years ago,” Freeborn says. “But they’re not as good as I thought they would be by this 
point.” 

Among the reasons he missed the timeline of potential, Freeborn explains, “I 
thought we could apply the same principles to improve Wagyu genetics as those used by 
other breeds, but I was wrong because Wagyu doesn’t have a genetic base as broad as other 
breeds or the same depth of breeder knowledge and experience when it comes to the 
registered and commercial cattle industries.” 
 Both are also ways of saying that other breeds continue to make broader use of 
gathering performance and genetic data and then using it to propel breed progress. 

Up front, understand that although Dow Ranches is one of the largest Wagyu 
seedstock producers in the nation, with High Desert ranch locations in Central Oregon, 
Northern Oregon and winter grass in Central California, Dow Ranches is first and foremost 
a commercial cattle operation. That’s what guides what they do with their seedstock herd. 

“Our first and best customer is our own commercial herd,” Freeborn says. “That’s 
where our bulls go until we have compiled information about their genetic potential for a 
number of traits to determine their future in registered or commercial production. And, our 
commercial herds need the best Wagyu bulls we can get.” 
 This commercial-first focus at Dow Ranches means basing their decisions on facts 
and data.  
 With that in mind, Dow Ranches performance-tests every bull and heifer calf at 
Snyder Livestock in Yerington, NV. Along the way, Dow Ranches also strives to maintain 
meticulous production records.  

Freeborn explains the goal at Dow Ranches is to have as much knowledge as 
possible about the individual performance of breeding bulls and females and the 
subsequent performance of their calves. That includes feed efficiency as measured by 
individual Residual Feed Intake (RFI), ultrasound measures of external fat and ribeye area, 
DNA verification of things like polled status, genetic recessives and all of the rest. 

“I’m sure it costs at least $140 per head to performance test our calves in order to 
get the information we need,” Freeborn says. “That’s a lot of money, but how long do you 
intend to be in business? What is the return on investment in your cowherd worth? What is 
the cost of making uninformed decisions?” 

 
There are three different cowherds at Dow Ranches. 
What’s considered the ‘A’ herd consists of registered cows that index at least +85 for 

Most Probable Producing Ability (MPPA). These cows are bred to high-indexing sires. 
The ‘B’ herd are registered cows with an MPPA of less than +85 that are bred in 

multi-sire pastures to herd sire prospects. Sires of these calves are identified through DNA. 
Then there is the commercial herd, which is randomly mated to herd sire prospects. 

The progeny are sold for commercial production. 



Freeborn and the Dow Ranches crew work with buyers of their commercial cattle to 
collect as much individual animal data as possible, including feeding and carcass data. They 
also are always on the lookout for producers willing to breed cattle for a progeny test. 
Again, their aim is to gather as much performance information as possible in order to help 
them make genetic decisions. 
 “It’s only through this process that you gain the knowledge about how genetics will 
perform for commercial producers,” Freeborn says.  
 Freeborn adds that the more information you have, the more critical you need to be 
in analyzing it and balancing its use with common sense. 

 “When you have the performance data, the RFI and all of the performance ratios, 
then you start understanding what the cattle can do,” he says. 

Amass enough data and you can even find a treasure hiding in plain sight. As 
Freeborn was studying the pedigree and production records of a 19-year-old cow, he 
discovered she was in the pedigree of two or three herd bulls and some of his top-indexing 
cows. The cow herself never indexed high enough to make it into the ‘A’ herd, but her 
ability was obvious. Plus, she was the type of cow with everything else he looks for: sound 
structure and mobility, udder structure etc. 

This cow will be the first purebred Wagyu cow Freeborn has ever flushed for 
embryos. And, it’s not to replicate her. Instead, Freeborn is looking to broaden the genetic 
base by using some outcross bulls. He has never believed in flushing a cow until substantial 
information about the cow and her progeny is available to guide the decision. 
 “We’ve moved the Dow herd a long way because we progeny test all of the calves, 
including testing for Residual Feed Intake (RFI),” Freeborn says.  

Understand, Freeborn isn’t saying Dow Ranches cattle are the best cows in the 
nation. “I’m saying that the cows I have here are cows I know about. I can’t get the same 
information flow from other places.” 

The lack of data and genetic information within the Wagyu breed continues to 
frustrate Freeborn. Like-minded breeders share the frustration he explains.  

That’s one reason he’s adamant about breeders collecting and analyzing data about 
their own cattle.  

For instance, he recognizes that breed Expected Progeny Differences (EPDs) are a 
tool to use, but unless breeders are collecting data and calculating their own production 
measures—even in-herd EPDs—there is no reference point. 

 “Develop data for use in your own operation so you can inform your own breeding 
decisions,” Freeborn says. “If I was a small Wagyu breeder, I’d develop a flow of 
information, maybe align with like-minded breeders who are also trying to create a flow of 
information. Work together to get the information you each need to do a better job of 
breeding cattle.” 

In some ways, that’s really how organized, standardized progeny and performance 
testing began, back in the 1960’s with an outfit called Performance Registry International 
(PRI). 

“You need to develop your own information flow,” Freeborn emphasizes. “And when 
you do, understand that half of your cattle will be above the average and half will be below 
it. But your bottom half may be superior to the top half in someone else’s herd.” 

“It’s the bottom end that costs you, not the top end,” Freeborn explains. “You need to 
focus as much on the bottom end as you do the top end.” 



 Finally, if you want to improve any breeding program, Freeborn suggests reading or 
re-reading the works of Tom Lasater. 

If you’re unfamiliar with Lasater, he created the Beefmaster breed of cattle starting 
in 1931. His breeding philosophy included selection based on what he deemed six 
essentials: disposition, fertility, weight, conformation, hardiness and milk production. 
Lasater’s principles and philosophy—a timeless blueprint for beef cattle improvement—
are considered by many to be seminal in the U.S. seedstock industry. 

“Why do smaller or inexperienced breeders not take the time to develop 
relationships with larger and more experienced breeders?” Freeborn wonders. “Instead, 
they often tie up with other who share their own reference point rather than seeking out 
other points of comparison.” 
 “My successes have been based on my failures,” Freeborn says. “I’ve been lucky to 
have people share with me what they know.” 
 
Choosing Breeding or Propagating- As far as Freeborn is concerned, making the 
commitment to developing the information flow necessary to inform breeding decision has 
a lot do with seedstock producers deciding whether they will be a propagator or a breeder. 

Propagators concern themselves with replicating something that already exists 
whether or not the thing that existed originally has any intrinsic value in advancing the 
genetics of the breed.  

“All they do is propagate a pedigree based on hearsay with no actual performance 
data,” Freeborn says. 

That assessment is as true as it blunt. It also applies to how some cattle are created 
and valued in all breeds of cattle. 

Being a breeder, on the other hand, revolves around value judgment, which begins 
with understanding the needs of commercial customers, which includes providing 
objective data to customers to help them make their own selection decisions. 

Again, Freeborn believes if a breed wants to be relevant and sustainable, it must 
focus on the commercial side of the fence. A brief look at breed history in the U.S. certainly 
is littered with plenty of breeds that went by the wayside because they focused on 
something other than the commercial value of their genetics. 

In Freeborn’s mind, being a breeder starts with goals, understanding what you want 
to accomplish genetically, then assembling the objective data necessary to inform the 
strategy for moving toward the goal.  

That sounds simple enough. Done effectively, though, it’s an exacting, arduous, 
expensive journey without end. 

For instance, one of the hardest things for Freeborn these days is forcing himself to 
utilize a new bull in the name of genetic progress when he already knows so much about an 
established bull in his program. 

But, that’s a cost of continued progress. 
“You can’t have someone do your thinking or take care of your commitments for 

you,” Freeborn says. “Performance testing, getting the information you need to make 
informed breeding decisions is simply a matter of doing what needs to be done.” 
 
 
 



 
 
 


